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Kids have got their own nutritional needs-especially athletic kids. However most young
sportsmen aren't eating correctly to compete. Eat Just like a Champion can help their parents:
Tailor diet plans for training, competition, and even off-season * Find the best food options,
whether at home or on the run * Address counterproductive or harmful consuming patterns *
Understand where health supplements, sports drinks, and performance-enhancing
substances do-and don't-match in * And even more It got a authorized dietitian who
specializes in kid and adolescent diet to write a publication as focused and educational as this-
complete with charts, dishes, and practical meal and snack tips that will help athletic
youngsters eat to earn. It's a must-go through for each parent of active kids age groups eight
through eighteen. Actually if they are on a "healthy" diet plan, it's supplemented by practical
but empty calorie consumption that are actually slowing them down. Fortunately, with the
right nutrition, young athletes can boost their energy, bolster their inspiration, gain muscle
mass, overcome fatigue, and improve their performance.
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Disappointed. Five Stars Excellent and detailed dietary information for young sportsmen in
serious schooling for their sport. I would prefer more tips about the types of meals especially
before and after games. The cover makes it seem very kid friendly and interesting.
Disappointed. Even more for parents than kids Great details but I wanted my 14 year aged to
learn it. NOT! Thought provoking My young athlete is rolling out increasingly challenging
pickiness and doesn't seem to understand the correlation between diet and performance (but
he's almost ten, therefore I'm not expecting miracles). Five Stars great resource book Cover is
misleading Might be a nice read but the method it's presented is awful for children. Superb
info from a Registered Dietitian - so refreshing to get this info from a nutrition professional of
many years.. Small printing and a lot of it. Superb info from a Registered Dietitian - so
refreshing to . Enlightening and Easy to Understand Having 2 growing teenage athletes, find
the information very helpful. Every parent/caregiver with a child in sports must read this! Very
useful and child-health promoting! The info is offered in a way that is easy to comprehend and
apply. Worth the read, especially if you have athletic kids to ensure they are eating the way
they need to eat to maximize their performance, development, and nutrition. Five Stars
Superb book for coaches and parents. Provides lot of details that most parents do not have.
An excessive amount of repetition - saying the same thing over and more than in various
chapters. This publication helped to clarify my very own thinking and provides helped me
develop strategies and discover resources to help him understand that he can take control of
his diet plan in healthy ways and not simply restrictive ways.. More suggestions for meals and
snack foods. She can't enter it.
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